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Abstract 
Developing New Nanoprobes from Semiconductor Nanocrystals 
Aihua Fu 
Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 
University of California, Berkeley 
Prof. A. Paul Alivisatos, Chair 
            In recent years, semiconductor nanocrystal quantum dots have garnered the 
spotlight as an important new class of biological labeling tool.  With optical properties 
superior to conventional organic fluorophores from many aspects, such as high 
photostability and multiplexing capability, quantum dots have been applied in a variety of 
advanced imaging applications.  This dissertation research goes along with large amount 
of research efforts in this field, while focusing on the design and development of new 
nanoprobes from semiconductor nanocrystals that are aimed for useful imaging or 
sensing applications not possible with quantum dots alone.    Specifically speaking, two 
strategies have been applied.  In one, we have taken advantage of the increasing 
capability of manipulating the shape of semiconductor nanocrystals by developing 
semiconductor quantum rods as fluorescent biological labels.  In the other, we have 
assembled quantum dots and gold nanocrystals into discrete nanostructures using DNA.  
The background information and synthesis, surface manipulation, property 
characterization and applications of these new nanoprobes in a few biological 
experiments are detailed in the dissertation.                         
 
                                                                           Professor A. Paul Alivisatos 
                                                                           Dissertation Committee Chair 
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Chapter 1 
 
 
 
 
Introduction: Semiconductor Nanocrystals and Their 
Applications in Biological Imaging 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Semiconductor Nanocrystals for Biological Imaging 
 
     
     Semiconductor nanocrystals, also called quantum dots (QDs), are a new class 
of fluorescent biological labels. Originating from quantum confinement of electrons and 
holes within the nanocrystal core material, the fluorescence from QDs is unique 
compared to that from traditional organic fluorophores. For example, QDs exhibit high 
photo stability, broad absorption and narrow and symmetric emission spectra, slow 
excited state decay rate and large absorption cross section 1. Their emission color can be 
continuously tuned from ultraviolet to visible and infrared wavelengths by changing the 
size and chemical composition of the semiconductor core nanocrystal. Growing a 
semiconductor shell with a larger band gap improves the quantum confinement resulting 
in very bright and highly stable, chemically as well as optically, semiconductor 
fluorophores 2-3. QDs offer an exciting potential to overcome many of the limitations 
encountered by traditional organic dyes and genetically engineered fluorescent proteins. 
Since their introduction into biological imaging in 1998 4-5, an enormous body of research 
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has emerged focusing on the synthesis, photophysical property characterization and 
bioconjugation 6-9 of QDs. Advanced molecular and cellular imaging with QDs has also 
been realized 10-11. 
 
Biocompatible QDs find utility not only as a basic bio-labeling tool, but also as a 
key building block for complex multi-functional bio-probes. Their large surface area may 
be tailored to bind both target selective molecules and therapeutic molecules, enabling 
spontaneous delivery of treatments to a probed disease area. Complex nanostructures 
formed by linking QDs and gold nanoparticles through DNA hybridization or 
streptavidin-biotin interaction have also been realized 12-14 and applied in sensing bio-
molecular concentration 14. Although QDs have been utilized in a broad range of imaging 
applications to date, their versatility for advanced biomedical applications remains to be 
fully explored.  
1.2. Optical Properties 
The size dependent optical properties of QDs result from their quantum-confined 
electronic states 15. Just as in the “ particle in a box” model, excitons in smaller 
nanocrystals experience stronger quantum confinement, resulting in larger 
photoluminescence energy. Figure 1 shows the typical absorption and emission spectra of 
water-soluble QDs. Their emission wavelength can be continuously tuned from 400 nm 
to 2000 nm by changing both the nanocrystal size and composition 16.  
In contrast to conventional fluorophores, QDs have broad absorption and narrow 
and symmetric emission spectra. These features allow concurrent imaging of multiple 
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entities in a single biological experiment, a quite difficult task with standard fluorophores 
since their relatively narrow excitation and broad emission spectra often result in spectra 
overlap 2. Another advantage of QDs is that they are highly resistant to metabolic 
degradation and are hundreds of times more photo stable than conventional fluorophores. 
In addition, QDs often have a large Stokes shift, that is, a large separation between the 
excitation wavelength and the emission maxima, this has the effect of reducing 
autofluorescence, resulting in a several fold increase in sensitivity versus organic 
fluorophores 17.  
 
Figure 1.1 (a) Excitation (dashed) and fluorescence (solid) spectra of fluorescein (A) and a typical 
water-soluble QD sample (B) in PBS. The nanocrystals have a much narrower emission (32 nm 
compared with 45 nm at half maximum and 67 nm compared with 100 nm at 10% maximum), no 
red tail, and a broad, continuous excitation spectrum. (b) A, Size- and material-dependent 
emission spectra of several surfactant-coated QDs in a variety of sizes. The blue series represents 
different sizes of CdSe QDs with diameters of 2.1, 2.4, 3.1, 3.6, and 4.6 nm (from right to left). 
The green series is of InP QDs with diameters of 3.0, 3.5, and 4.6 nm. The red series is of InAs 
QDs with diameters of 2.8, 3.6, 4.6, and 6.0 nm. B, A true-color image of a series of silica-coated 
core (CdSe)-shell (ZnS or CdS) nanocrystal probes in aqueous buffer all illuminated 
simultaneously with a handheld ultraviolet lamp. Reproduced with permission from [4]. 
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For QDs, quantum yields can be as high as 0.89 at room temperature 18; molar 
extinction coefficients, about 105-106 M-1cm-1, are 10 to 100 times larger than most 
organic dyes 19, and they have orders of magnitude larger two-photon absorption cross 
section 20. Optical properties of QDs are usually unaffected by conjugation to bio-
molecules. Thus they are both highly stable and bright probes, especially suitable for 
photon-limited in vivo studies and continuous tracking experiments over extended time 
periods. A more extensive discussion of photophysical properties of QDs is presented by 
Grecco et al. 21. 
1.3. Semiconductor Nanocrystals for In Vitro Imaging 
QDs have been very successful in immunofluorescent labeling. With continuous 
efforts in developing high quality biocompatible QDs, nanoparticles conjugated to 
antibodies, peptides and DNA have been prepared and targeted to cells and tissues 
specifically, allowing multiplexed labeling and long term studies that can not be achieved 
by using standard dyes 22-27.  Although QDs and organic dyes can have comparable 
quantum yields, the larger absorption cross-section of the nanocrystal results in a much 
stronger photoluminescence signal. The sustained strong signal from a single 
nanoparticle was used to track dynamic cellular processes over time scales unavailable 
using organic fluorophores 10. Recently, Dahan et al. developed a method to study single 
nanocrystal fluorescence patterns using defocused microscopy 28. By relating these 
patterns to the structures of the nanocrystal emission dipoles they were able to determine 
the three-dimensional orientation of the nanoparticles, and successfully applied this 
technique to track the orientation of single membrane receptor in live cells (Figure 2). 
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With continuous efforts in elucidating the photophysics of single QDs, there will be 
increasing interest in their application as fluorescent emitters for studying dynamic 
biophysical processes. For example, Yildiz and Selvin demonstrated that total internal 
reflection microscopy used in conjunction with organic fluorophores can produce 
fluorescence imaging with one nanometer accuracy (FIONA) 29. In this technique, a large 
number of photons are collected over time from a single dye molecule, allowing 
researchers to locate the center of the fluorescent pattern with high precision. This 
technique has been applied to unravel the walking mechanism of the molecular motors 
myosin V, myosin VI and kinesin. Although the presented experimental results were 
from an organic dye, the authors believed that using QDs would provide at least a 10-fold 
improvement in time resolution and are extending the applications of FIONA in motor 
movements with QDs. 
 
Figure 1.2. Defocused microscopy images of QD coupled glycine receptor in the membrane of a 
Hele cell. The contour intensities (dotted lines) can be fitted (solid lines) to determine the orientation 
(Θ, Φ) of each QD. Reproduced with permission from [30].   
            QDs can be uptaken by live cells with no need of any functionalization, possibly 
due to the characteristic size range and good biocompatibility. Pellegrino et al. studied 
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the phagokinetic tracks left on a homogenous layer of silanized CdSe/ZnS, and 
demonstrated that QDs can be used as a two-dimensional in vitro invasion assay for 
discriminating between non-invasive and invasive cancer cell lines 29. This technique 
provides a new tool for quantifying tumor cell invasiveness. Internalized QDs are also 
powerful probes for long-term studies of cell-cell interactions. They have been used to 
examine the interactions of human mammary epithelial tumor cells with normal cells 
growing in a 3-D culture system. The tumor cell behavior around polarized normal cell 
clusters was clearly demonstrated when labeling tumor cells and normal cells with 
nanocrystals of different emission colors. The high photostability of the QDs is critical in 
the tracking and imaging of these cocultures for extended time periods (up to 14 days) 
and cannot be replaced by organic fluorophores 30 (Figure 1.3).    
 
            Applying semiconductor nanoparticles for in vitro labeling allows fluorescent and 
electron microscopy 10,18,31 imaging of the same probe, so that information on both 
temporal dynamics and high-resolution cellular localization can be obtained 10. The 
fluorescence and electron density properties of QDs were also utilized by Nisman et al. to 
label a nuclear protein on cell sections and to correlate the fluorescence and TEM data. 
They also employed QDs in conjunction with immunogold to colocalize proteins at the 
ultrastructure level. Moreover, by obtaining cadmium elemental maps of CdSe/ZnS 
distributed on a nuclear structure, the authors demonstrated the potential of using 
quantum dots as tags for electron spectroscopic imaging to colocalize multiple proteins 
31. 
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Figure 1.3. QDs were used to study mixed cell interactions in a 3-D Matrigel culture system. (A) 
Human mammalian epithelial MCF 10A cells (labeled with green emitting silica coated QDs) form 
acini structures after growing in growth-factor reduced matrigel for 10 days. (B) After the acini were 
formed, human breast tumor MDA-MB-231 cells (labeled with red-emitting silica coated QDs) were 
added to the culture. After 14–16 h of incubation, the tumor cells had attached to the acini. (C) The 
contact was fatal to the tumor cells, which were found dead surrounding the MCF 10A acinus. Most 
of the tumor cells had lysed, leaving transparent ghosts loosely attached to the acinus, but a few 
newly attached cells still retained red-emitting QDs. (D) The MCF-10A acini and all invading tumor 
cells; it is a superimposition of all sections, displaying the sharp edge of each cell followed by a 
projection of color-coded depth information so that red is the uninvolved lower portion of the MCF-
10A acini and the tumor cells are shades of orange through green.  Bar = 10 µm. 
 
1.4 Semiconductor Nanocrystals for In vivo Imaging  
The extreme brightness of QDs and their resistance to photobleaching enable 
continuous exposure under laser illumination for an extended period of time, making 
them especially useful for in vivo imaging. Progress in nanocrystal synthesis, coating and 
surface modification has significantly enhanced their applications in tracking and 
imaging. Efforts in optimizing the surface coating for in vivo imaging have shown that 
specific polyethylene glycol (PEG) coatings result in longer circulation time 18,32, 
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enhanced stability 18, and minimal nonspecific deposition 18,33, which are essential 
elements for in vivo imaging. 
 While the first in vivo targeting experiment imaged the histological sections of 
mouse organs after intravenous injection of peptide conjugated QDs, recent applications 
primarily focus on live animal imaging combined with multi-photon microscopy or with 
the use of near infrared nanocrystals.  
The large two-photon absorption cross section of QDs allows for more efficient 
probing of thick specimens by multiphoton excitation microscopy 34. With the use of this 
technique, fluorescence signals were able to be detected hundreds of microns deep 
through the skin of live mice 20 and thick tissue specimens 35. Stroh and colleagues 
recently explored the use of QDs in anatomical imaging with multiphoton microscopy. 
Unlike traditional fluorescence labeled dextran vessel markers, the nanocrystals distinctly 
differentiate tumor vessels from perivascular cells and matrix. This group also assessed 
the ability of nanocrystals to monitor tumor and cell trafficking 36. These findings show 
the potential uses of QDs in designing drug delivery particles and tumor 
pathophysiological studies. 
Tracking and imaging nanocrystals in live animals has been achieved by Nie’s 
group. QDs were conjugated to the antibody specific for the prostate cancer cell marker 
PSMA. After injection into mice that had been transplanted with human prostate cancer 
cells, the quantum dot-tagged PSMA antibodies recognized and bound at the tumor site 
and were clearly imaged in vivo. Due to the large absorption coefficient and long lifetime, 
in vivo images of nanoparticles were much brighter and more sensitive than images with 
green fluorescent protein 32.  
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One challenge in live animal imaging is the significant autofluoresent 
background. Several strategies can be applied to solve this problem. One approach is to 
use spectral imaging or emission scanning microscopy to separate the nanocystal 
fluorescence signal from background noise 32,35. Since nanocrystals have narrow emission 
bands, this method also allows for multicolor tracking of up to five different 
nanoparticles in vivo 35. An even more effective solution is to move from visible light to 
near infrared (NIR) since most tissue chromophores absorb weakly at such long 
wavelengths. Another advantage of NIR imaging is deeper penetration. Kim and co-
workers first demonstrated the use of NIR QDs to map sentinel lymph nodes (SLN) 
during surgical procedures 11. The nanoparticles, after intradermal injection into the 
animal, entered the lymphatic system, and were followed using an intraoperative imaging 
system. The surgeon followed the flow of nanocrystals in real time with NIR image 
guidance, and quickly identified the position of the SLN in a precise and rapid surgical 
procedure. NIR nanocrystal imaging of blood vessels and beating heart through 1-2 mm 
of skin and tissues were also reported 37.  
 
Figure 1.4. Near infrared (NIR) QD sentinel lymph node mapping in the mouse. The mouse was 
injected intradermally with 10pmol of NIR QDs in the left paw. Left, pre-injection NIR 
autofluorescence image; middle, 5 min post injection white light color video images; right, 5 min 
post-injection NIR fluorescence image. An arrow indicates the putative axillary sentinel lymph node. 
Reproduced with permission from [11]. 
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1.5 Semiconductor Nanocrystals for Neurobiology 
One common approach to studying neurotransporters involves the use of 
radiolabeled substrates or antagonists that can be monitored with high sensitivity. 
However, the cost and complexity involved in using radiolabelled material is high. 
Additionally, real time monitoring of the transporter activity is not possible. In contrast, a 
fluorescence-based approach allows for the localization and direct monitoring of real-
time activities.  
Owing to their high degree of photostability and brightness, QDs are more 
suitable probes than organic dyes for studies of neuronal protein or receptor dynamics  
 
Figure 1.5. QDs as marker for glycine receptor (GlyR) localization in neurons. QD labeled GlyR 
(red) was detected over the somatodendritic compartment identified by microtubule-associated 
protein-2 (green). Arrows mark clusters of QD labeled GlyRs located on dendrites. Reproduced with 
permission from [10]. 
over an extended period of time. Semiconductor nanoparticles have been used to track 
individual glycine receptors, a major inhibitory neurotransmitter receptor, on the surface 
of cultured spinal neurons 10 (Figure 1.5). Compared to Cy3 dye, fluorescent 
nanoparticles had significantly higher signal-to-noise ratio and allowed for tracking of 
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single glycine receptors for at least 20 min, which is 200 times longer than Cy3 dye. 
Also, due to their small dimensions, nanoparticles are able to access dense synaptic 
regions and provide dynamical analysis that cannot be achieved with the use of 500 nm 
latex beads, one of the probes typically used for studying single molecule properties in 
live cells. 
Besides single molecule studies of neurotransmitters, QDs have been used to 
study neurotransmitter localization and signal pathways. Nanocrystals conjugated with 
peptides, antibodies, or other small molecules have been shown to recognize their target 
cell surface receptors 25,38-40. It has also been shown that nanocrystal probes, after binding 
to their targets, can modulate receptor functions by either inhibiting ligand transportation 
39 or activating downstream signaling 25,40.  
Rosenthal and co-workers used nanocrystals conjugated with the neurotransmitter 
serotonin to target serotonin transporters on transfected cells 39. Serotonin labeled 
nanocrystals specifically interacted with the serotonin receptor, and also inhibited the 
transportation of free serotonin in a way similar to antagonists. 
Recently, Mason and coworkers studied norepinephrine (NE) and dopamine (DA) 
transporter (NET and DAT) locations and activities with semiconductor nanocrystal 
linked antibodies and peptides 38. With streptavidin-biotin interaction, nanocrystals can 
specifically bind to NET in transfected cells as well as surface protein Limbic Associated 
Membrane Protein (LAMP) in hippocampal cultures. Since the activity of Ang II receptor 
is closely correlated with NET, the authors studied the localization of this receptor using 
nanocrystal-neuropeptide Ang II conjugates. This approach would allow for future study 
of Ang II receptor redistribution and dynamics in relation to NET activity in real-time. 
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To investigate whether QDs can serve as fluorescent nano-devices to evoke 
specific cell physiological responses, Vu et al. linked the beta subunit of neuron growth 
factor (βNGF) to the nanocrystal surface and used this complex to target tyrosine kinase 
A (TrkA) receptors of PC12 cells 40. They reported that nanocrystal-βNGF activated 
TrkA receptor initiated downstream signaling that resulted in conversion of PC12 cells to 
a neural phenotype.  
            These experiments show that QD-ligand conjugates are promising imaging probes 
for studying receptor-mediated activities and will have a wide range of applications in 
pharmaceutics and therapeutics.   
1.6 Toxicity of Semiconductor Nanocrystals 
Cadmium and selenium are known to be toxic 24. Therefore, concerns have arisen 
about semiconductor nanocrystal toxicity and their environmental impact. Most of the 
above cell and animal experiments showed that when properly capped by both ZnS and 
hydrophilic shells, no obvious CdSe nanocrystal toxicity was observed under normal 
experimental conditions. Several groups have varied parameters such as synthesis, 
surface coating and incubation concentration to further investigate the potential toxicities 
of nanocrystals 24,41-43. Cytotoxicity was observed when Cd2+ or Se2+ ions were released. 
This occurred when the nanoparticle surface coating was not stable, exposing the CdSe to 
oxidization by air or UV damage 24,43. Surface molecules also play a role in QD 
cytotoxicity 42,43. While cells can tolerate PEG-silica coated QDs at concentrations up to 
30 µM, mercaptopropionic acid coated QDs have deleterious effect at ~ 6 µM 43.  
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Besides cytotoxicity, the degradation and metabolism of nanocrystals in the body 
remains to be investigated and there are reports that injected nanocrystals can accumulate 
in kidney, liver and spleen 32,33. Whether nanocrystals can ultimately be cleared from the 
body is not known. More research in this area must be completed before they can be used 
as probes for diagnostic applications.  
1.7 Developing New Nanoprobes from Semiconductor Nanocrystals 
  In 2003, “Science News” commented that QDs “just might be the next stars of 
biological imaging”. Indeed, in the past several years, there has been an enormous body 
of research dedicated to using QDs in a variety of biological applications. Although they 
will not replace traditional fluorophores in biological imaging, QDs have been gradually 
accepted as a better alternative probes with enhanced signal-to-noise, extremely high 
stability, and improved specificity suitable for studying important biological problems.  
          The focus of this dissertation is based on the development of quantum dots in 
biological imaging, and has been aimed to develop new probes that are even better than 
QDs alone.  Specifically speaking, two strategies are applied.  In one strategy, we take 
advantage of the increasing capability of manipulating the shape of semiconductor 
nanocrystals, and developed rod shaped semiconductor nanocrystals as fluorescent labels. 
Since high quality semiconductor nanocrystals, especially those with good shape control, 
are only soluble in organic solvents, surface modification is the first step and is very 
critical for the success of their biomedical applications. Chapter 2 is dedicated to the 
surface modification of nanocrystals and a general route by surface silanization is 
developed within the dissertation research.  In chapter 3, the applications of 
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semiconductor quantum rods in a few biological-imaging situations are demonstrated, 
which shows that quantum rods, with their unique optical properties, opens up many new 
possibilities in biological imaging.  In another strategy, we developed new nanoprobes by 
assembling QDs and Au nanoparticles into discrete nanostructures using DNA. We then 
demonstrated using proof of principle experiments that these nanostructures can be 
applied in probing hydrolytic enzyme function. Because the center-to-center distance 
between QDs and Au in these nanostructures with clarified interactions is more than 
50nm, a dramatic extension from the 10nm distance range of FRET, these structures 
should be applicable in detecting long-range biomolecular interactions not possible with 
present techniques.  The synthesis of QDs /Au-DNA nanostructures is described in 
chapter 4.  Chapter 5 is dedicated to their optical property characterization and 
application in probing the activity of hydrolytic enzymes. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 
 
Surface Modification of Colloidal Nanocrystals for 
Biomedical Applications 
 
 
 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
          Colloidal nanocrystals are of great interests because of their unique properties. 
Besides the composition, shape and size, the surface characteristics are also extremely 
important to achieve desired optical, electronic, mechanical, catalytic and other functions.  
Specifically for nanocrystals targeting applications in medical biology field, with 
hydrophilic surface is one of the prerequisites.  Even for nanoparticles already 
hydrophilic, the surface characteristics can still be the major determinants of how these 
nanocrystals interacting with biological systems.  For example, surfaces of colloidal 
nanoparticles introduced into the body as advanced drug delivery tools play an important 
role in the clearance kinetics and biodistribution of these particles 1.  
 
            Several studies have used surface modification and bioconjugation in the 
application of nanoparticles in biological detection or therapeutic function.  In general, 
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the surface modification involves coating nanoparticles with an additional layer, which 
renders these particles water soluble and at the same time provides different functional 
groups for further bioconjugation.  This layer can be small bi-functional molecules, 
which covalently bind to the surface of nanoparticles 2; or the layer may be micellar, 
which wraps the hydrophobic nanoparticles inside of their hydrophobic cores 3; the use of 
amphiphilic polymer to coat nanoparticles is also reported as a general route, where the 
hydrophobic end of the polymer interacts with hydrophobic surfactant molecules on the 
nanoparticle surface 4.    Most of these studies have focused on surface modification of 
spherical particles.  Whether these modification processes are affected by the morphology 
of nanoparticles has seldom been investigated.   In this chapter, we will describe a 
silanization procedure that we designed for coating rod shaped semiconductor 
nanocrystals (quantum rods).  Because quantum rods have larger surface strain, this 
makes surface modification much more challenging.  The strain effect of rod shaped 
particles has been well demonstrated in the synthesis of core/shell quantum rods 5, where 
a gradient shell of CdS/ZnS has to be grown instead of simply a ZnS shell as for spherical 
semiconductor nanocrystals 6.   Indeed, as additional evidence that proves the bigger 
surface strain of rod shaped particles from a different angle, the new silanization 
procedure that works for coating quantum rods has been proven to be very robust and 
also works well for coating different types of colloidal nanocrystals.  
 
2.2 Surface Silanization of Semiconductor Quantum Rods CdSe/CdS/ZnS 
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            The most critical design in the silanization procedure for quantum rods is to use 
cross-linked silane molecules in the priming step of the coating, in contrast to the single-
molecule-priming as shown in silanization of spherical semiconductor nanocrystals 7.  
The procedure is illustrated as following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 A cartoon to illustrate the surface silanization of nanoparticles. Cross linked silane 
molecules are used as priming agents, and different surface functional groups can be incorporated 
into silanization. 
 
This can be realized by applying a reaction condition that favors condensation at the 
beginning of silanization.  For a typical synthesis, starting from 500ul of quantum rods at 
sub-micromolar concentrations in chloroform, after precipitation using methanol, 200ul 
of mercapto-propyl trimethoxyl silane (mps) is added to the precipitates, immediately 
followed by addition of 1ml tetramethyl ammonia hydroxide (TMAOH).  This mixture is 
then vortexed briefly and sonicated for 2h.  It is worth noting that the base is in large 
excess and can ensure a basic condition even with large range of dilution. Through the 
above procedures, mps are linked to the surface of rods. At the same time, silane 
molecules are cross linked with each other by forming siloxane bond, making a very 
stable contacting layer of silane coating.   The surface of quantum rods has already been 
changed from hydrophobic to hydrophilic up to this step, however, they are only soluble 
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Si SiSi
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in basic water condition, once the pH of the solution is lowered, the particles will cross 
link with each other and form a piece of solid gel.  
 
            To make these particles stable under physiological condition, further surface 
modification is needed.  So for the above solution after sonication, 800ul of PEG-silane, 
2ul of mps and 36ul of H2O are added, then the solution is sonicated for another one and 
half hour. PEG molecules are reported to be very efficient molecules in rendering 
particles biocompatibility and can dramatically increase the duration of circulation of 
coated particles in vivo by reducing liver and spleen uptake 1, 8. Since PEG is a nonionic 
polymer, the effect of it on colloidal stability is known by steric stabilization 1.  The 
siloxane bond formed between the PEG-silane molecules and the already existing silane 
layer provide strong anchoring of the PEG molecules to the surface, desorption or free 
lateral movement of the molecule on the surface are prevented.  PEG coated particles 
have good water solubility. Nonetheless, the surface modification has not finished up to 
this step, because there are still hydroxyl functional groups on the surface that may 
crosslink particles by forming inter particle siloxane bond. The interparticle crosslinking 
could lead to long-term instability of silanized particles and cause agglomeration.   
 
            To avoid the instability, a final step to quench the surface excess hydroxyl groups 
is added to silanization. Specifically speaking, 0.2 ml chloro-trimethyl silane is added to 
2ml of methanol, subsequently the mixture is added into 0.34 g of TMAOH powder, then 
the mixture is added into PEG coated particle solution.  Afterwards, the solution is heated 
up to 60°C for half an hour, then left under stirring overnight. This step can also be 
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accomplished by sonicating the solution for 2 hours, then leaving it to sit overnight, 
which makes the silanization procedure happen all-in-a-sonicator.  The all-in-a-sonicator 
process is applied for coating the magnetic nanoparticles as described later. For 
semiconductor quantum rods and QDs, the quenching step is performed in the flask, since 
sonication of quenching solution leads to decreased quantum yield of the fluorescent 
nanoparticles.    
 
            The silanized quantum rod solution is condensed down to sub micro molar 
concentration using a Microcon centrifugal device.  The resulting condensed solution can 
be easily dialyzed into neutral buffer.  10mM potassium phosphate buffer solution is used 
with pH of 7.3 for this purpose.  The resulting quantum rods are stable for over 2 years 
and are proven to be very biocompatible by different biological labeling experiments as 
shown in Chapter 3.  
         
2.3. Surface Silanization of Semiconductor Quantum Dots CdSe/ZnS 
 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 TEM images of silanized quantum rods (a) and QDs  (b). Scale bars are 100nm. 
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            As mentioned earlier, quantum rods have bigger surface strain than quantum dots 
and are more difficult for surface modification 5. Therefore, the procedure developed for 
coating quantum rods is readily applicable to coat the smaller spherical particles.  
 
2.4 Characterization of the Silanization Coating Thickness 
 
            Figure 2.1 shows the TEM images of silanized quantum rods and QDs.  The 
particles are coated by very thin silica shells that are difficult to detect via TEM.       
 
             One way to detect the silica shell using TEM is to apply particles on holy carbon 
TEM grid, where the particles are protruding out of the carbon support film so that part of 
the particles will have nothing underneath, hence, low contrast silica shell can be 
observed. An example is shown in figure 2.3, where the silica shell thickness have been 
grown thicker on purpose with addition of sodium silicate in the silanization procedure 
after the priming silanization coating step.  
 
             
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 TEM of silanized quantum rods with thicker silica shell by addition of sodium silicate in 
the silanization procedure. 
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            However, for silanized quantum rods with thin silica coatings, such clear TEM 
images have not been acquired.  Using TEM grids of Ted Pella™ 01890-F, which is a 
grid with lacey carbon film and removable Formvar backing. This grid type is good for 
high definition imaging with no effects of underlying supporting material. However, it 
seems very hard to have rods protruding into the holes of the mesh; instead, the Formvar 
film is very easy to peel off and quantum rods tend to align with the edge of the film, as 
shown in Figure 2.4.  From the distance between the edge of the film and the edge of the 
rod ZnS shell, it is evident that the silica shell is definitely smaller than 5nm as shown in 
most of the images. And the shell thickness is possibly smaller than 2 or 3nm as 
presented in some of the TEM images.  By changing the grid type to 01824 of Ted Pella, 
which is made with ultra thin carbon film on a holy carbon support film, some rods are 
protruding of the carbon support film, however, the ultra thin carbon film covering the 
grid, though claimed by Ted Pella to provide practically no interference with specimen 
material imaged in the TEM, diminishes the contrast for the silanization coating, so no 
information of the thickness of silica shell can be concluded (Figure 2.4).  
 
            Better information about shell thickness comes when applying samples on the 
holy carbon TEM grids with Lacey/Carbon film from Electron Microscopy Sciences 
(LC225-Cu). As shown in Figure 2.5, shell thickness of roughly 2.5nm to 3nm are 
observed.  The thickness is clearly thinner than the thickness of silanization shell as 
shown in Figure 2.2, which proves that indeed, we can control the thickness of the 
silanization coating.   
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Figure 2.4 TEM images of silanized quantum rods on Ted Pella 01890-F TEM grids. Scale bars are 
5nm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 TEM of silanized quantum rods on Ted Pella 01824-F TEM grids. Scale bar is 20nm. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 TEM of silanized quantum rods on Electron Microscopy Sciences LC225-Cu grids. Scale 
bars are 5nm. 
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            TEM detects physical size of the shell after particles dried on the TEM grid. The 
shell thickness can also be obtained from the difference between the effective sizes of 
particles before and after silanization coating using dynamic light scattering.  Dynamic 
light scattering measures the time dependence of the light scattered from a small sample 
solution region over a specific time range. The fluctuations in the scattered light intensity 
and frequency are related to the diffusion rate of molecules in and out of the region. The 
data can be analyzed to give the diffusion coefficients of the particles that scatter the light 
and can be processed to give the particle sizes.  For spherical particles, the relationship 
between the diffusion constant and particle sizes are based on Stokes-Einstein equation: 
 
Where k=1.38x10-23 J/K is the Boltzaman constant, T is the absolute Temperature, η is 
the viscosity of the solvent, and D is the diffusion constant, r is the hydrodynamic radius 
of the particle.  For rod like molecules, the relationship between diffusion constant and 
dimensions of the particles is: 
 
where D, T, k, η are defined in the same way as for spherical molecules, in addition, L is 
the length of the rod molecule, d is the diameter of the rod, and A is a correlation factor 
given as: 
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In principal, sizes of particles either in rod shape or in spherical shape can be measured 
by dynamic light scattering. However, the instrument used in this experiment, which is 
Malvern Instruments ZetaSizer NanoZS, can only give size information of spherical 
particles.  So only sizes of QDs are measured.  Figure 2.5 shows the results. For  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Sizes of CdSe/ZnS QDs in chloroform (red) and silanized CdSe/ZnS QDs (blue) in PB 
buffer measured using Malvern Instruments ZetaSizer NanoZS.     
hydrophobic CdSe/ZnS dots in chloroform, the mean diameter is 9.5nm, as shown by the 
red curve.  For silanized CdSe/ZnS in PB buffer, the mean diameter is 13.1nm, as shown 
by the blue curve.  A difference of 3.6nm is clearly observed, which corresponds to a 
silanization coating of 1.8nm.  Since hydrophobic CdSe/ZnS has a surfactant layer of 
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) on the surface 9, which contributes to the measured 
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hydrodynamic diameter of rods in chloroform. Consequently, the real thickness of the 
silanization coating may be a little bit bigger than 2nm. This number is consistent with 
the TEM characterization (Figure 2.6) of quantum rods.                 
2.5 Silanization of Metal Alloy and Metal Oxide Nanocrystals 
 
            The silanization procedure developed for coating semiconductor quantum rods 
should also be applicable for coating other types of nanoparticles.   For example, 
magnetic nanoparticles offer many attractive applications for biomedical and biological 
research.  Before interesting biomedical applications of magnetic nanoparticles can be 
realized, they must first be rendered to be stable under physiological conditions.  
Although a variety of biocompatible molecules, including dextran, polyvinyl alcohol and 
phospholipids, have been used to coat the surface of magnetic nanoparticles and have 
proven successful for further diagnostic or therapeutic applications, general coating 
strategies are lacking.  The only reported coating method that could be applied to 
different types of materials depends on an amphiphilic polymer layer, which adds more 
than 7nm of coating thickness from hydrodynamic diameter measurement, resulting in 
much more bulky particles than silanization 4.  Hence, to test the generality of the 
silanization procedure, and at the same time to obtain biocompatible magnetic 
nanoparticles, we have applied silanization to chemically modify the surface of two 
different types of magnetic nanoparticles, one is metal alloy of FePt, the other is hollow 
metal oxide nanoparticles of Fe2O3.  As expected, both samples are silanized well.  
Figure 2.8 shows TEM images of FePt and Fe2O3 in neutral PB buffer.  Furthermore, 
different surface functional groups can be introduced onto the surface by using different 
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silane molecules for the outer layer.  Shown in figure 2.8b are Fe2O3 with a mercapto-rich 
surface, and in figure 2.8c are silanized Fe2O3 with an amino-rich surface.       
 
                          (a)                               (b)                               (c) 
             
 
             
 
           
Figure 2.8 TEM images of silanized FePt (a), Fe2O3 with mercapto rich surfaces (b) and Fe2O3 
with amino rich surfaces (c).  Scale bars are 20nm for a and c, and 100nm for b.  
 
2.6 Conclusions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Pictures of different samples after silanization in neutral PB buffer. a, CdSe/CdS/ZnS 
rods; b, CdSe/ZnS dots ; c, FePt; d, Hollow Fe2O3 with amino rich surface; e, Hollow Fe2O3 with 
mercapto rich surface. 
 
            As shown in Figure 2.9, surface silanization developed here has been 
demonstrated to be able to coat nanoparticles with different shapes, and can be applied 
a b c d e
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for coating different types of nanoparticles, including metal alloys, semiconductors and 
metal oxides. Furthermore, nanoparticles with different properties can go through the 
same silanization coating and retain the characteristics of their original property; 
therefore silanization modification can produce nanoparticles targeting different 
biomedical applications.  For example, semiconductor nanocrystal quantum rods after 
silanization can be used as fluorescent biological labels, which are described in detail in 
chapter 3.  The silanization procedure represents a general surface modification method 
for making water-soluble and biocompatible nanoparticles.    
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 
Semiconductor Quantum Rods as Fluorescent 
Biological Labels 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
            In recent years, semiconductor quantum dots have been applied with great 
advantage in a wide range of biological imaging applications 1-4. The continuing 
developments in the synthesis of nanoscale materials and specifically in the area of 
colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals5-7 have created an opportunity to generate a next 
generation of biological labels with complementary or in some cases enhanced properties 
compared to colloidal quantum dots. In this paper, we report the development of rod 
shaped semiconductor nanocrystals (quantum rods) as new fluorescent biological labels. 
We engineered biocompatible quantum rods by surface silanization and applied them for 
non-specific cell tracking as well as specific cellular targeting. The very striking 
properties of quantum rods as demonstrated here are enhanced sensitivity and greater 
resistance for degradation as compared to quantum dots. Quantum rods have many 
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potential applications as biological labels in situations where their properties offer 
advantages over quantum dots. 
 
            The challenges of biological imaging demand further development of new 
molecular probes and contrast agents that have better sensitivity, longer stability, good 
biocompatibility and minimum invasiveness. The convergence of nanotechnology and 
biotechnology has created many innovations to meet this challenge. A variety of different 
approaches in making new nanoprobes have been developed in recent years. For 
example, core/shell fluorescent silica nanoparticles were shown to be highly photostable 
in comparison to single organic dye molecules8; Noble metal nanoparticles have been 
reported as molecular rulers based on plasmon coupling9; Magnetic nanocrystals have 
been shown as effective contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging 10, 11; and 
nanoparticle-based bio-bar codes were reported for ultrasensitive detection of proteins12. 
Among various nanomaterials developed, semiconductor nanocrystals, also known as 
quantum dots (QDs), represent one of the most successful new biological probes. 
Compared to conventional organic fluorophores, QDs have advantageous properties, 
including tunable emission, exceptional photostability, high multiplexing capability and 
extreme brightness1-4. Quantum dots are now commercially available and used in an ever-
widening array of biological applications. 
 
            The ability to manipulate the shape of semiconductor nanocrystals has led to rod 
shaped semiconductor nanocrystals, hereafter referred to as “quantum rods” (QRs)5, 13. 
QRs are semiconductor nanocrystals with diameters ranging from 2 to 10nm and with 
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lengths ranging from 5 to 100nm. The band gap of the rods depends strongly on diameter, 
but only weekly on length. Thus the emission can be readily tuned by diameter, but the 
absorption cross section can be chosen using the length. In addition to the properties 
inherited from quantum dots, such as size-tunable broad absorption and narrow 
symmetric emission, as well as extreme resistance to photobleaching, quantum rods have 
many unique properties that make them potentially better probes for some biomedical 
applications. For example, when compared to quantum dots, QRs have larger absorption 
cross section 14, faster radiative decay rate 15, bigger Stokes shift 5, and can be 
functionalized with multiple binding moieties. Furthermore, a single quantum rod 
exhibits linearly polarized emission unlike plane-polarized light from a single quantum 
dot. The polarization is purely linear when the aspect ratio is above 3 5. All of these 
properties are desirable for certain biological applications and bring new possibilities for 
biological labeling. However, due to the large surface strain intrinsic to rod shaped 
particles13, it is more challenging for surface modification of quantum rods in order to 
transfer them from organic solvents to physiological buffer conditions. Therefore, there is 
little work reported about using quantum rods for biomedical imaging and detection. In 
this chapter, we report the use of CdSe/CdS/ZnS core/shell quantum rods as a new 
generation of biological label, and demonstrate that QRs can be used in a variety of bio-
imaging applications. QRs are longer than QDs, so for some applications they may prove 
too large. However, we found that they could be used in a surprisingly large number of 
situations. Further, for single molecule in vivo studies, they are much better than QDs. 
 
3.2 Surface Silanization of Quantum Rods  
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            Similar to QDs, high quality quantum rods as synthesized are only soluble in 
organic solvents. A variety of approaches can be used to render quantum dots or rods 
water soluble and biocompatible. Silanization is one of the most powerful, as the 
resulting particles are truly biocompatible and extremely stable in biological 
environments. We designed a robust coating method for surface silanization of core/shell 
quantum rods. To overcome the enhanced surface strain from a rod compared to a dot, 
silane molecules were added in the priming step under a condition that favored 
condensation (Figure 3.1a), enabling a well-coated rod surface compared to single-silane-
molecule-priming as reported for the silanization of spherical quantum dots 16. Moreover, 
most silanization steps were performed inside a sonicator with temperature control, 
promoting uniform coating and a highly reproducible process. The silanization procedure 
thus developed for quantum rods could be readily applied for making water-soluble 
quantum dots and other types of nanoparticles, representing a general method to modify 
surfaces of nanoparticles. Quantum rods after silanization were stable in aqueous buffer 
for over 2 years. Figure 3.1b shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images 
of silanized quantum rods in neutral phosphate buffer (PB). The absorption and emission 
spectra of silanized quantum rods (Figure 3.1c) show that the characteristic optical 
properties of CdSe core of the rods are kept, and are identical to the optical profiles of 
quantum dots 16.  
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Figure 3.1 Synthesis and property characterization of Silanized Quantum Rods.  (a) A cartoon 
illustrating silanization of quantum rods. Crosslinked silanes are priming molecules for the surface 
coating. (b) TEM image of silanized rods in neutral phosphate buffer. Scale bar = 100 nm. (c) The 
UV-Vis absorption and emission spectra of silanized rods. The blue curve is the absorption 
spectrum, while the red curve is the emission spectrum. 
 
3.3 Silanized Quantum Rods are Biocompatible 
            The silanized quantum rods are totally biocompatible. Previously, our group 
showed that when live cells were cultured on a layer of silanized quantum dots they 
uptook the nanoparticles and left behind a particle free trail, the area of which correlated 
with the metastatic potential of different cell lines 17, 18. Similarly, various live cells could 
also incorporate silanized quantum rods as they migrate on a layer of the nanocrystals, 
without influence on cell division and migration (see Figure 3.2). The good 
biocompatibility of quantum rods was also evidenced by direct delivery with Chariot™ 
19, a peptide non-covalently interacting with quantum rods and transferring the cargo 
through the cell  membrane (Figure 3.3). Quantum rods showed no apparent adverse 
effect on cells over the time period (24 hours) of our experiment. 
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Figure 3.2 Human breast cancer cell MDA-MB-231 and colon cancer cells SW 480 cultured on top 
of quantum rod layer left fluorescence free area after 24 hours incubation. The size of the 
fluorescence free area is related to the invasiveness of the cancer cell, as being reported previously 
while cells were cultured on quantum dot layer. 
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Figure 3.3 Silanized rods are biocompatible and not toxic to living cells. The red fluorescence in 
the images is from quantum rods in human breasts cancer cells MDA-MB-231 after 1h (left) and 
24h (right) transfected with Chariot™. These are merged images of transmission and fluorescent 
micrograms. Scale bar is 20 µm.   
 
3.4 Reduced Cd2+ Leakage of Silanized Quantum Rods Compared to 
Quantum Dots  
 
            Although silanized quantum rods have shown little disturbance on cell function, 
potential cytotoxicity is a concern for these cadmium-based materials. Cytotoxicity was 
reported when Cd2+ or Se2+ ions were released from quantum dots 2, 3. Therefore, we 
measured the Cd2+ leakage from both quantum rods and quantum dots by inductively 
coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP/OES). Since ICP/OES measurements 
of Cd2+ concentration showed that same optical density (OD) of the nanocrystals at 
488nm corresponds to same amount of CdSe material in a sample (data now shown), we 
standardized the Cd2+ leakage from rod and dot samples by normalizing to the OD at 
488nm of the original samples. For rod and dot samples that were silanized under the 
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same condition and stored at 4ºC for 3 months, the Cd2+ concentration in the solution 
after nanocrystals being filtered were analyzed. Cd2+ presented in the solution that was 
filtered from the rod sample was less than one third of that filtered from the dot sample 
(Figure 3.4). This demonstrated that Cd2+ leakage was dramatically reduced by making  
 
Figure 3.4 Rod shaped nanocrystals reduce the Cd2+ leakage significantly over that of spherical 
nanocrystals. The Cd2+ leakage was assayed by ICP/OES.  
 
the same amount of CdSe material into a rod shape versus that of a spherical shape. The 
decrease in Cd2+ leakage of quantum rods was partially due to reduced ratio of surface 
area over volume (A simple calculation will result in a reduction factor of 1.25 from dots 
to rods with nanocrystal geometries as shown in the TEM images of Figure 3.5). The 
most important contribution to the reduction of quantum rod Cd2+ leakage arose from the 
reduced curvature effect in a rod shaped particle over that of a spherical particle, hence 
the rod surface was more resistant to such corrosion process as photooxidation. It is 
worth to mention that multiple studies both in vivo and in vitro have shown no noticeable 
adverse effects from QDs 18, 20, 21. The enhanced resistance to degradation of quantum 
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rods compared to quantum dots makes them an even less concern for cytotoxicity due to 
Cd2+ leakage, and could extend the range of their potential biological applications.  
 
 
Figure 3.5 TEM images of quantum rods (a) and QDs  (b) used in the Cd2+ leakage comparation.  
Scale bars are 100nm. 
 
3.5 Quantum Rods for Immunofluorescence Labeling 
            As mercapto, amino, carboxyl and phosphonate functional groups could be easily 
incorporated into the design of surface coating by silanization, silanized quantum rods 
can be conjugated with various biomolecules to achieve precise biological functions. 
Antibody-antigen affinity is one of the most specific biological interactions and widely 
used for fluorescence imaging. We tested the conjugation of silanized particles with 
mercapto surface groups to amino bearing antibodies through a cross linker sulfo-SMCC 
as schematized in Figure 3.6. Conjugation with either whole antibody IgG or antibody 
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fragments were achieved and evidenced by delay of the mobility of conjugates in gel-
electrophoresis. To compare the specific cellular labeling efficiency of quantum rods with 
quantum dots (both have a quantum yield of 9%), we picked a well-demonstrated system, 
that is, cancer cell marker Her2 on the surface of human breast cancer cell line SK-BR-
322, for specific labeling test. After incubating the cells with mouse anti-Her2 antibody 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) The scheme for antibody bioconjugation of quantum rods with surface mercapto 
functional groups. (b) Electrophoresis analyses of quantum rods/dots bioconjugation. Top, quantum 
rods/dots conjugated with F(ab’)2 fragment of goat anti-mouse IgG antibody. Bottom, quantum 
rods/dots conjugated with whole goat anti-mouse IgG antibody. The conjugates moved slower than 
the free nanocrystals (control) due to the linkage with antibodies. 
  
that binds to the external domain of Her2, we added quantum rod-goat anti-mouse F(ab’)2 
and quantum dot-goat anti-mouse F(ab’)2 conjugates with the same OD at 488nm.  
Specific targeting of the conjugates to cancer marker Her2 was clearly observed in both 
cases. It is worth mentioning that since the OD of quantum rods is the same as dots, the 
concentration of rods is only about 1/8 of that of dots. However under such condition, the 
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detected staining signal from quantum rod conjugates is as bright as that from dot 
conjugates (Figure 3.7), which indicates that quantum rods are more sensitive probes than 
quantum dots. This is expected because quantum rods have bigger absorption cross 
section than quantum dots at the same excitation wavelength 14. At the same time, 
quantum rods are predicated to have faster radiative decay rates 15, which correspond to a 
increased number of excitation and emission cycles within a signal collection period.  
 
Figure 3.7  Immunofluorescence labeling of breast cancer cell marker Her2 on breast cancer cells 
SK-BR-3. The Her2 marker was labeled with mouse anti-Her2 antibody and goat anti-mouse IgG 
F(ab’)2 conjugated quantum rods/dots.  The bottom images show that there is minimum binding of 
free nanocrystals to the anti-Her2 antibody treated cells. Scale bar is 20 µm. 
 
3.6 Quantum Rods for Single Molecule Imaging 
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            Since increasing the number of labeling particles can also enhance the signal 
intensity for ensemble fluorescent labeling, the increased detection signal from quantum 
rods is advantageous but not exceptional in ensemble systems. The more attractive 
turnout from the brighter fluorescence of quantum rods is for single molecule fluorescent 
imaging. The ability to track single molecules is a powerful method to study the dynamic 
and kinetic behavior of biomolecules inside living cells. Although quantum dots were 
shown to be able to image single molecules in living cells 23, 24, the enhanced fluorescent 
signal from quantum rods makes them ideal probes for single molecule tracking. We 
compared the fluorescence signals of quantum rods and quantum dots at the single 
molecule level as evidenced by blinking. Under the same excitation and detection 
conditions, the absolute fluorescent intensities of quantum rods were greatly improved 
from that of quantum dots (Figure 3.8a-b). To quantitatively compare the fluorescent 
signals, both rod and dot images were analyzed by automatically collecting fluorescent 
signals from a 15-frame image sequence using a self-written Matlab program.  Figure 3c 
shows the number of particles picked up through the program as a function of threshold 
intensity and threshold image number.  Threshold intensity is the intensity value set to 
differentiate signal from background in the program, and threshold image number defines 
that a signal has to appear at least in a certain number of images to be picked up as a 
particle, since particles are expected to blink, whereas noise pixels should not.  In the plot 
of QRs, with increasing threshold and threshold image number, the number of quantum 
rods holds basically an island of stability where there is a clean distinction between 
particles and noise.  However, for quantum dots, the number of particles decreases very 
quickly and it is very difficult to distinguish between particles and noise.  This is because 
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as compared to QRs, QDs are not as bright so they are not statistically distinct from the 
noise and thus not quite as accurate a measurable quantity as the rods.  To quantitatively 
compare the intensity of QRs and QDs, We extract the particle intensities at threshold 
intensity 10 and threshold image number 5 - one of the points in the island of stability of 
QRs.  Histograms of intensity distribution of both QRs and QDs are plotted as inserts in 
Figure 3.8c.  The mean intensity is 29.5 for QRs and 12.7 for QDs, proving QRs are 
much more intense fluorescent probes than QDs.  Under this condition, only 883 QDs are 
selected compared to 1624 particles for QRs.  So we are in fact comparing the intensities 
from the brighter portion of quantum dots with almost a whole body of QRs, which may 
contain some low emission rods from possibly defects or surface imperfections during 
growth 25.  Further improvements in synthesis giving an intensity ratio of rods to dots 
close to theoretical value of 8 should be possible and will show a more dramatic 
advantage for QRs in single molecule probing.  Moreover, in Figure 3C the number of 
particles of QDs goes down much faster with increasing threshold image number than 
QRs, meaning QDs blink more or have longer off times than QRs.  This is consistent 
with previous report that blinking arises because the dot radiative rate is slower than a 
non-radiative mechanism 25.  Quantum rods have faster radiative deccay rate 15, which 
may decrease the frequency of blinking thus yield a much better probe.                 
        To demonstrate the ability of detecting and tracking of single quantum rods within 
living cells, we introduced small amount of silanized quantum rods to human breast 
cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 by the use of streptolysin-O (SLO), a bacterial protein 
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Figure 3.8 Fluorescence microscope images show that at single molecule level, quantum rods (a) 
are much brighter than quantum dots (b). (c) Statistical results of rods (top) and dots (bottom) 
from 15 image sequences. The color plots are the Ln of number of particles at different threshold 
intensity and threshold image number (the number of images that one particle at least appears in 
the 15 image sequence, for example, using a threshold image number 5 selects all the particle 
appears in at least 5 images of the 15 image sequence.)  The Ln(Number of Particles) plots clearly 
illustrate how hard it is to different particles from background noise for QDs , as one can see that 
the particle number decreased all the way down dramatically when the threshold and threshold 
image number are increased.  However, for the rod case, there is a broad region where the number 
of rod particles is relatively the same with increasing threshold and threshold image number.  The 
inserts are the histograms of particle intensity distribution when using threshold 10, and threshold 
image number 5, which pick up 1624 rods giving a mean intensity of 29.5, and pick up 883 dots 
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with a mean intensity of 12.7. Please note the much smaller number of particles picked up for 
QDs. In another word, only bright dot particles with relatively long on time of dot are considered 
in the statistics.    
 
that binds to cholesterol and forms holes in the plasma membrane of animal cells 26. 
Quantum rods retained their brightness inside living cells with good S/N (Figure 3.9). 
The tracking of single molecules was proved by particle blinking. As rod sizes get bigger,   
 
Figure 3.9 Single rods (indicated by arrows) are still very bright inside live MDA-MB-231 human 
breast cancer cells. Scale bar is 10 µm. 
it may interfere with the molecular events that it intent to characterize, hence caution 
must be taken when time comes to interpret the data and a balance has to be found 
between the enhanced properties of quantum rods and the disadvantages in terms of their 
bigger sizes. However, this should not become an intrinsic limitation for single molecule 
tracking using QRs, as much bigger particles 27, have been successfully applied in single 
molecule investigations.         
 
3.7 Quantum Rods as Single Molecule Orientation Probes 
Measuring structural dynamics of biomolecules is very important to understand 
biological mechanisms in cellular process.  Investigations of dynamic biological systems 
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such as actin and myosin interaction would benefit from new probes like QRs with more 
intense and polarized fluorescence (Figure 3.10). 
 
Figure 3.10 Polarized emission from single silanized quantum rods. 
 
Actin is a cytoskeleton protein. Polymerized actin filaments provide mechanical 
support for cells, determine cell shape, and enable cell movements. Along with myosin, 
they play an essential role in muscle contraction or vesicle transportation. Polarized 
fluorescence microscopy has been used to study the orientation and dynamics of myosin, 
which reflects the population of several biochemical states of the myosin/actin 
interaction. However these studies are mostly based on traditional organic fluorophores, 
hence are limited in the observation time range, or they rely on more complicated optical 
set-up and analytical techniques.  
Based on quantum rods’ superior photostability and brightness, as well as the 
ability to give orientation information through linearly polarized emission, we believe 
that quantum rods can be used as fluorescence orientation probes to study this cellular 
process in vitro. We propose to conjugate the myosin to the surface of quantum rods. In 
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order to study the dynamics of single myosin molecule, the stoichiometry of conjugation 
will be carefully controlled so that only one quantum rod per myosin, and idealy, through 
multiple linkage. This can be achieved by adjusting the relative concentrations of 
quantum rods, the crosslinker, and myosin. In vitro polymerized fluorescent labeled actin 
filaments will be attached to the substrate. Their interaction with myosin will be 
monitored with quantum rods. A CCD camera with beam splitting crystal will be used to 
detect the polarization of quantum rods, which should reflect the orientation status of 
myosin as it ‘walks’ along the actin filaments. The orientation information obtained will 
be compared with current reported model of the myosin/actin interaction.  
Experiments like this should demonstrate proof of principal concept about 
applying quantum rods in biological molecule orientation probing. Based on this, more 
complicated molecular and cellular detection systems could be investigated utilizing the 
linearly polarized emission from quantum rods. 
 
3.8 Conclusions  
            The introduction of biocompatible semiconductor quantum dots in 1998 28, 29 has 
led to tremendous advances in biotechnologically important applications, including 
multiplexed in vivo imaging30, 31, long term single molecule tracking23, deep tissue 
imaging and imaging guided surgery32, as well as hybrid inorganic-bioreceptor based 
optical sensing 33. In this paper, we have described the development of rod shaped 
semiconductor nanocrystals for biological imaging. We have overcome the difficulty of 
rod surface modification and successfully transferred the nanocrystals from organic 
solvent to biological aqueous solutions by a silanization process. Silanized quantum rods 
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have good biocompatibility and are potentially less cytotoxic than QDs. After further 
biofunctionization, quantum rods can be used as immunofluorescent probes. Compared to 
quantum dots, quantum rods are more intense and brighter probes, which was 
demonstrated clearly in single molecular imaging. The unique properties of quantum rods 
including distinctive shape, large absorption cross section, fast radiative decay rate, big 
stokes shift, multiple binding moieties and linearly polarized emission are yet still 
waiting to be fully exploited. We anticipate biocompatible quantum rods with properties 
superior to organic fluorophores and spherical quantum dots will have a very beneficial 
impact in many aspects of biomedical imaging and detection schemes.     
 
3.9 Methods 
Materials. Dimethylcadmium (Cd(CH3)2, 97%) and tri-n-butylphosphine (TBP, 99%) 
were purchased from Strem. Selenium (Se, 99.999%), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 
99%), diethylzinc (1.0M solution in heptane), hexamethyldisilathiane ((TMS)2S), 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH, pentahydrate 97%, or 25% (w/w) solution in 
methanol), (3-mercaptopropyl) trimethoxysilane (MPS, 95%), chlorotrimethylsilane 
(CTS, 99%) was purchased from Aldrich. Hexylphosphonic acid (HPA, 99%) was 
purchased from Organometallics Inc. Tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA, 98%) was 
purchased from Alfa. 2-[Methoxy(polyethylenoxy) propyl] trimethoxysilane (PEG-silane, 
90%) was purchased from Gelest. Potassium phosphate (PB, monobasic or dibasic) was 
purchased from Sigma. UltraPure™ agarose was purchased from Invitrogen.   
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Synthesis of quantum rods. CdSe/CdS/ZnS quantum rods were synthesized following 
the published procedure 13. All procedures were performed using standard air-free 
techniques. For CdSe core rods, 0.5g of Cd(CH3)2 in TBP (32.99% by weight) and 2.56g 
of Se in TBP (7.78% by weigth) were added to a mixture of 3.53g of TOPO, 0.3g TDPA 
and 0.08g HPA. Nanocrystals were growing at 300ºC for 7min. The sample was washed 
and dried under nitrogen, then stored in a glove box for shell growth with no further size 
selective precipitation. A CdS/ZnS gradient shell was grown by injecting 2ml of 
chloroform solution of CdSe rods with a concentration of 1g/L into 5g of TOPO. After 
pumping out all the chloroform, 0.5ml of CdS/ZnS stock solution from a mixture of 
2.057g of TBP, 0.041g of Cd(CH3)2, 0.503g of diethylzinc and 0.078g of (TMS)2S was 
injected dropwise at 160ºC and reacted for 10min. The resulting CdSe/CdS/ZnS 
core/shell rod solution was mixed with 3ml of octanol and stored in the dark inside 
glovebox. 
 
Surface modification of quantum rods. A 1ml aliquot of CdSe/CdS/ZnS core/shell rods 
was precipitated using methanol, followed by addition of 200µl MPS. The sample was 
vortexed and then 1ml TMAOH was added. The resulting solution was sonicated at 65ºC 
for 2h. Afterwards, a dialysis solution of 450µl methanol and 1400µl of TMAOH was 
prepared, and 6ml of it was directly mixed with the former rods solution. The mixture 
was dialyzed for 1h, inside a Spectra/Por membrane (MWCO 25,000) tube (Spectrum 
Laboratories Inc). Next, 2µl MPS, 36µl H2O, 900µl PEG-silane was added and the 
sample was sonicated at 65ºC for 1.5h. The sample was then transferred into a 50ml flask 
under Ar2. With vigorous stirring, 0.1ml CTS, 2ml methanol and 0.32g of solid TMAOH 
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was added, followed by immediate heating of the sample to 60ºC for 30min. The sample 
was kept stirring at room temperature overnight, and concentrated with Microcon YM-
100 filters. The concentrated sample was dialyzed in 1L of 10mM PB (pH 7.3) overnight. 
Afterwards, the sample was filtered through MILLEX®-GV 0.22µm filter unit 
(Millipore), and stored at 4ºC in a refridgerator.      
 
Quantum rods or quantum dots antibody conjugation. 2mg of Sulfo-SMCC was 
added into 0.15ml of F(ab’) 2 fragment (0.2mg) goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) (Jackson 
ImmunoResearch), or whole goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) (0.3mg) (Jackson 
ImmunoResearch), and reacted on a vortexer foam rack for 1h. The sample was then run 
through a NAP 5 column to remove unreacted sulfo-SMCC, with 50mM PB (pH 7.3) as 
an elution buffer. Subsequently 51µl of quantum rods (OD 488nm 0.11753) or 20µl 
quantum dots (OD 488nm 0.30016) was mixed with 260µl of sulfo-SMCC labeled 
antibody and 49µl 1M NaCl. Then, 31µl 10mM PB (pH 7.3) was added into the dot- 
antibody solution to render the solution volume the same as that of rod-antibody solution. 
Conjugating reaction solution was left on a vortexer foam rack for 2h at room 
temperature. Next, conjugates were washed using Microcon YM-100 filter. Afterwards, 
an aliquot of conjugates were analyzed by 3% agarose gel electrophoresis under a voltage 
of 10 V/cm (Bio-Rad). The remainder of conjugates was stored at 4ºC in a refrigerator 
overnight before immunolabeling.   
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Quantum rods characterizations. Optical absorbance was measured on an HP-8453 
UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Hewlett-Packard). Fluoresence was measured using a SPEX 
Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon horiba). TEM was measured on a FEI 
TECNAI G2 microscope under 200 keV. Cd2+ concentration was analyzed on a Perkin 
Elmer 5300 DV Optical Emission ICP.    
 
Cell culture. MDA-MB-231 and SK-BR-3 cells were obtained from ATCC. Cells were 
cultured in the appropriate media as following: MDA-MB-231 cells in Leibovitz’s L-15 
(ATCC) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco); SK-BR-3 cells in McCoy’s 
5A medium (ATCC) plus 10% fetal bovine serum.  
 
Cellular updake of nanocrystals. For Chariot 19 mediated quantum rods uptake, the 
cells were subcultured in 8-well chambered cover glass slides (LabTEK) pre-coated with 
collagen (Vitrogen) at a density of 10,000 cells per well. 80ng/ml Chariot and 2nM 
silanized Quantum Rods (in PBS) were incubated at room temperature for 30 min. Cell 
medium was aspirated. Immediately after washing the cells with warm PBS, 50 µL of 
Chariot-quantum rods mixture was added to each well, followed by 100 µL serum free 
medium. The cells were incubated at 37°C in the tissue culture incubator for 1h and then 
250 µL of medium supplemented with 16% serum was added to each well. The cells 
were either imaged right away or left in the incubator for later observation. For 
Streptolysin O (SLO, sigma) mediated quantum rod uptake, the procedure was modified 
according to literature 26. In general, cells were trypsinized and washed twice with serum 
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free medium. About 4 millions cells were then incubated with 0.5nM quantum rods and 
40U/ml SLO at 37°C for 20 min. The transfection was stopped by adding complete 
growth medium and incubated for another 20 min. Cells were washed in complete growth 
medium twice and put on cover glass for imaging, or sub-cultured in 8-well chambered 
cover glass slides for later observation. 
 
Immunofluorescence labeling. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Ted Pella) in 
cytoskeleton buffer (CSK: 100 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 5 mM PIPES, 150 mM sucrose, 
pH 6.8) at room temperature for 30 min.  Cells were rinsed in Superblock (SB, Pierce) (5 
min x 3), then incubated in a solution of 1:100 anti-human, 1:100 anti-mouse Fab 
fragments (Jackson ImmunoResearch), and 10% goat serum (GS, Gibco), in SB for 30 
minutes to block non-specific labeling.  After rinsing, cells were incubated in mouse anti-
Her2 antibody (1:30, zymed) in SB + 10% GS for 1h while rocking at room temperature.  
They were washed (5 min x 3) with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and incubated in goat 
anti-mouse conjugated quantum rods or dots (OD 0.0613 at 488nm with 0.2cm pass 
length) in PBS for 1h, and then washed again (5 min x 3) in PBS and ready to be 
observed. Control cells were treated with primary antibody ani-Her2, however for the 
secondary antibody-labeling step, unconjugated quantum rods/dots were added. 
 
Fluorescence microscopy. A Zeiss AxioVert 200M fluorescence inverted microscope 
with a 103-watt mercury lamp and an AxioCam MRm CCD camera was used. 
Fluorescence signal was detected using either a Cy3.5 filter set (zeiss, exciter: BP 565/30, 
emitter: BP 620/60) or a QDot 605 filter set (chroma, exciter: E460SPUV, emitter: 
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D655/20m). For detection of single molecules, 2 µL of 0.6 nM quantum rods, or 2 µL of 
5 nM quantum dots were deposited on cover glass, dried using a compressed air blower, 
and then imaged with the microscope using a 60X 1.4 NA oil immersion lens. For 
detection of single molecules inside the cells, the MDA-MB-231 cells were first loaded 
with small amounts of quantum rods with the use of SLO (see above part of cellular 
uptake of nanocrystals), and imaged with a 60X 1.4 NA oil immersion lens. For other 
fluorescence microscope experiments, a 40X 1.2 NA water immersion lens were used. 
 
Statistical analysis. A Matlab program was written to analyze the single particle 
fluorescence images. First, all images were averaged into a single image and the particle 
positions were determined by selecting the brightest pixels in the conjoined image. 
Further, the most intense pixels corresponding to single particle fluorescence are selected 
by three criteria: (i) an average minimum distance between bright pixels, (ii) an average 
minimum intensity, (iii) a minimum number of images that the bright pixel appears in. 
The average minimum threshold distance was chosen to be five pixels. This criteria was 
chosen based on the conjoined image and the pixel distance necessary to distinguish 
between single particles and to select only a single pixel if there appeared to be a cluster 
of bright pixels. The average minimum intensity is a threshold intensity that is greater 
than that of the background such that only pixels distinguishable from the background are 
selected. In addition, since single particles blink whereas noise or bad pixels will tend not 
to blink or will appear in only a single image, a threshold image number is used to 
distinguish noise from particles. The intensities of each particle are then tracked in each 
subsequent image. With a threshold distance set to five, a threshold image number of 
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five, and a threshold intensity of ten, 883 particles were found in the QD images with a 
mean intensity of 12.7 and 1624 particles were found in the QR images with a mean 
intensity of 29.5.  
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 
 
Discrete Nanostructures of Quantum Dots /Au with DNA 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
            Assemblies of colloidal nanocrystals have received considerable attention in 
recent years due to their potential for producing functional materials with novel 
electronic, magnetic and optical properties, which are desirable for applications in 
biological imaging and detection.1 Experiments in which nanocrystals have been induced 
to form extended aggregates by the pairing of biological macromolecules (DNA, 
antibodies, etc) have been very successfully exploited in new detection schemes.2      If it 
proves possible to precisely control the number, composition and distance of 
nanoparticles in a grouping, it may be possible to extend the earlier work, and to create a 
more powerful set of biological detection schemes. However, it remains a challenge to 
synthesize discrete nanostructures, especially structures with a greater complexity than 
dimers and trimers.3 In this communication, we demonstrate the synthesis of precise 
groupings of CdSe/ZnS core/shell semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) with Au 
nanoparticles.  The structures obtained have one QD in the center and a discrete number 
of Au nanocrystals (one to seven) attached to it.  The nanostructures are generated 
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through hybridization of complementary DNA bound to the QD and Au, and subsequent 
purification using gel-electrophoresis. 
 
            QDs are useful biological labels because of their broad excitation spectra and their 
narrow and size tunable emission spectra, as well as their photo stability.4  With 
improved synthesis of monodisperse nanocrystal samples and bio-conjugation methods to 
functionalize them, 5 QDs have begun to be applied in biological experiments and have 
shown advantages over traditional organic dyes.   For example, X. Wu et al. reported 
multiplexed labeling to distinguish different parts of a single cell by simultaneously 
exciting different colored QDs; 6 D. Gerion et al. used them in room-temperature SNP 
human genotyping and pathogen detection; 7 and B. Dubertret et al. injected QDs into 
Xenopus embryos and followed embryonic development up to the late tadpole stage.8 In 
addition to these advances, some recent work has shown that the fluorescence of QDs can 
be enhanced and blinking of individual dots (random intermittency of the fluorescence) 
may be reduced by putting QDs in the vicinity of Au surfaces;9 this suggests that a 
structure consisting of a colloidal QD surrounded by Au nanoparticles may possess 
improved properties over QDs alone. Here, by putting Au nanoparticles around QD using 
DNA as the scaffolding material, we can control the distance between the Au and the QD 
as well as the number of Au nanocrystals around the central QD.  The complexity and 
control reported here are considerably higher than in our previous reports of DNA 
directed nanocrystal assemblies.3 Moreover, DNA in the structures is readily manipulated 
and modified by a large number of enzymes, 10 which should give them further 
processibility.  Hence, they hold great promise not only as more effective bio-probes but 
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also for the fundamental understanding of the physical interactions between QDs and Au 
nanoparticles. 
 
4.2 Synthesis of Discrete Nanostructures of QDs /Au with DNA 
 
            Au nanocrystals conjugated to one single strand of DNA were prepared and 
purified using gel-electrophoresis.  This technique was developed previously in our group 
and has been used to group Au particles into dimers and trimers.3b, 11 The use of Au 
nanoparticles containing only one DNA excludes cross-linking among particles in 
subsequent synthesis steps even in very concentrated solutions, thus ensuring high yields 
for the designed structures.  The QD-DNA conjugates were prepared by direct 
association of biotinylated DNA (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) to 
streptavidin coated QDots™ (Quantum Dot Corporation, Hayward, CA).  The 
conjugation is very efficient because of the very high association constant between 
streptavidin and biotin. 12 In a typical synthesis, 26.6 pm biotin-DNA was added to 70µl 
of 0.19µM colloidal QD solution with a NaCl concentration of 100mM and rocked for 3 
or 4 hours to form the QD-DNA conjugates. Then, an equimolar amount of Au-1 DNA 
conjugates with a concentration around 0.1 µM (the magnitude varies with each 
extraction from gel-electrophoresis) were added to the QD-DNA conjugates.  Afterwards, 
the sample was left to rock overnight, allowing for DNA hybridization.  Different 
groupings of nanoparticles were separated using gel-electrophoresis.  A typical gel image 
of the assemblies formed by 10nm Au, QD 605-streptavidin and 100mer DNA is 
represented in figure 4.1.  The 1.6% agarose gel was run in 0.5x tris-borate-EDTA buffer 
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at 6.7 V/cm for 1.5 h.  The same gel is shown under both UV illumination (left panel) and 
white light illumination (right panel) to show QD and Au, respectively.  Discrete bands 
are apparent and can be assigned to QD-DNA and Au-1 DNA conjugates, QD with one 
Au (QD(Au)1), QD with two Au (QD(Au)2), QD with three Au (QD(Au)3), and so on.  In 
general, the eye can easily differentiate seven or eight bands, but only bands correlated to  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Gel-electrophoresis migration patterns of QD/Au nanostructures.  The same gel is 
illuminated under UV (to see QDs by fluorescence, left panel) and under white light (to represent Au 
through absorption, right panel). Discrete bands correspond to different number of Au (illustrated by 
cartoon) bound to the QDs through DNA hybridization. 
 
structures with up to 4 Au around the central QD appear in the figure. A more detailed 
gel electrophoresis image is shown in figure 4.2 that compares the mobility of all related 
samples.  QD-DNA conjugates (lane 5) and Au-1 DNA conjugates (lane 7) in incubation 
buffer have similar mobilities in the gel.  The addition of Au particles around the 
colloidal QDs increases the size and reduces the mobility so that the assemblies migrate 
more slowly in a gel (lane 3 and 4, the same sample).  The more Au around the central 
QD, the slower the mobility is.  The grouping of QD and Au can only be a result of 
hybridization of complementary DNA, since neither the mixture of free QD and free Au 
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(lane 1), nor the mixture of QD and Au with non-complementary DNA (lane 2) gives 
discrete bands in the gel.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Electrophoresis mobility of different samples. The top panel shows QDs. The bottom 
panel shows Au. Discrete bands only appear when QDs and Au have complimentary DNA on them, 
which rules out nonspecific binding among QDs, Au and DNA. 
 
4.3 TEM Analysis of the Nanostructure Populations 
 
            Figure 4.3a-d represents the TEM images of the first four nanostructure bands in 
the gel.  To extract samples from the gel, the band was first cut, and then the gel slice was 
crushed and left at room temperature overnight in a small amount of TBE buffer.  The 
images show one, two, three, and four Au around the central QD particle, as expected.  
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Although the distance between QD and Au in a real structure should be roughly the same 
since short duplex DNA acts like a rigid rod, in the images they seem to vary because the 
images are two-dimensional projections of three-dimensional structures.  A computer  
 
 
Figure 4.3 TEM images of discrete nanostructures of QDs/Au extracted from corresponding bands 
after gel-electrophoresis. (a) QD(Au)1. (b) QD(Au)2. (c) QD(Au)3. (d) QD(Au)4. The scale bar is 
100nm. (e) Structure populations and pair distribution functions of QD(Au)2 with 50mer DNA (top), 
and 100mer DNA connected QD(Au)2 (middle) and QD(Au)3 structures (bottom) based on 
quantitative analysis of TEM images of corresponding samples. 
 
program was written to extract quantitative data from the TEM images.  Figure 4.3e 
represents the statistical results for nanostructures of QD(Au)2 and QD(Au)3.  Since Au 
particles have much higher contrast and are clearer in a TEM image than the QDs, the 
structure populations are calculated based on Au particles in structures vs. the total 
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number of Au particles. The statistical analysis on several hundred Au nanoparticles 
shows that the yields for designed structures are 59.5% for QD(Au)2 with 50mer DNA, 
60.8% for QD(Au)2, and 61.5% for QD(Au)3 with 100mer DNA, as shown in the insert 
of figure 2e. Pair distribution functions showing distances between all QD/Au pairs in 
each image for these three samples (figure 4.3e) are also consistent with DNA directed 
assembly. Pair distances reflect the radii of the QDs and Au nanoparticles, the thickness 
of coating layers, and the length of DNA linkers.  Note that the maximum distances 
observed vary with the length of the DNA connecting the nanoparticles. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
 
            In conclusion, discrete nanostructures of QDs surrounded by different numbers 
of Au have been prepared through hybridization of attached DNA and purified by gel-
electrophoresis. Spectroscopic measurements on both ensemble and single molecule 
scales are subsequently carried out to investigate their optical properties.  Rationally 
designed structures like these open new possibilities for researching novel nanoparticle 
properties and for developing more efficient nanoprobes.  
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
 
Quantum Dots /Au – DNA Nanostructures in Probing the 
Activity of Hydrolytic Enzymes 
 
 
 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 
        The development of techniques to assemble hybrid systems and to monitor their 
properties is receiving increasing attention because of potential applications of these 
hybrids in molecular sensing and detection 1.  With increasing capability for manipulating 
the shape, size, composition and related properties of magnetic, metallic and 
semiconductor nanocrystals, many new probes incorporating these nanoparticles have 
been built and have proven useful for a variety of applications. For example, magnetic 
and metal nanoparticles based bio-barcode have been used for ultrasensitive detection of 
protein and nucleic acid targets. 2, 3 Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), optical imaging and other molecular imaging 
techniques could now be combined in one functional multimodality probe targeting 
clinical screening. 4, 5 In most of these hybrid systems, nanoparticles provide useful 
technology for separation and detection, and also provide means of integrating different 
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modalities into one entity due to their advantageous surface area over volume ratio.  And 
properties of each component of the hybrids don’t change. However, in some other 
hybrid systems, nanoparticles alter properties of one or more components within a hybrid 
system, such as in surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 6 and in fluorescent 
resonance energy transfer (FRET) 7. These systems are intrinsically more complicate but 
more interesting, because they not only can be used for static imaging, but also have 
utilities in detecting dynamic molecular interactions.   
 
         Closely related to SERS and FRET, the change of fluorescence of chromophores in 
a hybrid system with metal nanoparticles/surfaces is an interesting subject in recent years.  
Metal nanoparticles/surfaces have been demonstrated with complex effect for molecules 
on the surface through basic electromagnetic interactions.  Fluorescence quenching is 
reported when fluorophores are placed near 1.4nm Au nanoparticles. Based on the 
phenomena, an optical ruler from a hybrid of organic fluorophore and 1.4nm Au particle 
has been built to measure distance changes up to 25nm 6; A molecular beacon composed 
of single strand DNA, 1.4nm Au particle and fluorophore has been used for single 
mismatch detection 8; And the quenching in complexes of Quantum dots-double strand 
DNA-1.4nm Au particles is also studied 7.  At the same time, there are published results 
where fluorescence enhancement is observed when semiconductor nanocrystals are 
placed in the vicinity of Au surface 9, 10 or when there is superstructures formed between 
fluorescent semiconductor nanowires and Au nanoparticles 11. The complexity within 
these systems makes intuitive or precise solution to the PL effect of metal upon 
fluorophores challenging. More experimental results are needed for a clearer 
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understanding of the interplay between the enhancement factors and quenching effect.  
Moreover, as complex structures based on metal and semiconductor nanoparticles are 
possible to sense temperature changes through the temperature induced length changes of 
spacing molecules 12. These structures has opened new horizon for exploring advanced 
sensing function.  Therefore, continuous development of complex structures from 
fluorophores and metal hybrids is highly desired.               
 
5.2 Optical Properties of Ensemble QDs/Au-DNA Nanostructures 
 
         We have described in chapter 4 the synthesis of controllable discrete nanostructures 
from QDs, Au and DNA 13, where we can control the sizes of both QDs and Au 
nanoparticles, adjusting the number of Au nanoparticles around the central QDs, and 
change the separation between Au and QDs by using DNA with different lengths. Here 
we report the fluorescence effect of Au upon the photoluminescence of QDs in 50mer, 
65mer, 80mer and 100mer DNA connected discrete nanostructures. We see fluorescence 
quenching in all of the nanostructure samples as extracted after gel-electrophoresis. We 
utilized this effect to probe the activity of endonuclease EcorI. These nanostructures are 
very compatible with hydrolytic enzyme functions.  Furthermore, we calculated the PL 
effect in QDAu1 structures, which corresponds well with our experimental data based on 
ensemble measurements.  
 
        Discrete nanostructures of QDs/Au assembled by 50mer, 65mer, 80mer, and 100mer 
DNA were prepared following similar procedures as reported before 13. Figure 5.1a 
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shows the gel electrophoresis images of 50mer DNA connected quantum dots/Au 
nanostructures. After gel-electrophoresis, the bands corresponding to QDAu1, QDAu2, 
and QDAu3 structures were cut out of the gel and meshed inside a 1.5ml microcentrifuge 
tube, followed by addition of 0.5x TBE buffer and adjusting of NaCl concentration to 
50mM using 1M NaCl solution. The tube was then stored inside 4˚C refrigerator for three 
days. This allowed nanostructures to diffuse into the buffer solution. Afterwards, the gel 
mesh was discarded, and the clear solution was collected into a separate tube and kept at 
4˚C. Part of the solution was used for QDs concentration measurement and 
photoluminescence characterization, and some of the samples were tested in enzyme 
digestion. A drop (4ul) of the same solution was also dried directly onto the formvar side 
of a TEM grid (Ted Pella 01890-F) for structural population analysis.  
 
        Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP/OES) has a 
sensitivity of 0.1ppb for Cd2+ in solution (1ppb is equal to 1µg/L), which corresponds to a 
sensitivity of approximately 0.4 pM of quantum dots. For the nanostructure samples the 
concentration is on the order of 0.1 nM to 1 nM, hundreds of times higher than the 
detection limit, therefore ICP measurement should provide an accurate measurement on 
sample concentration.  Furthermore, in our experimental range of sample concentrations, 
the photoluminescence intensity and Cd2+ concentration of free QDs follows a strict 
linear relationship. Moreover, the photoluminescence intensity is at background level as 
the Cd2+ concentration goes down to 0 ppb. This enables us to use the linear relationship 
of photoluminescence intensity versus Cd2+ concentration of free QDs to determine the 
photoluminescence of free QDs at any concentration within our experimental range. 
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Hence, we can measure the Cd2+ concentration and photoluminescence of any QDs /Au 
nanostructure as extracted from corresponding band after gel-electrophoresis, then 
compare its photoluminescence intensity with that of free quantum dots at the same 
concentration.  Figure 5.1b shows the photoluminescence ratio of QDs /Au 
nanostructures over free QDs. Each bar column represents the ratio for a specific 50mer 
DNA connected quantum dots/Au nanostructue sample as extracted from the 
corresponding band after gel electrophoresis as shown in Figure 5.1a. PL ratios of 
roughly 82.6%, 74.5%, and 75.2% are observed in these three samples.  
 
Figure 5.1. (A) Gel-electrophoresis separation of 50mer DNA connected QDAu nanostructures, the 
left image showing the fluorescence from QD under UV light, and the right image showing the 
absorption of white light by Au. (B) The photoluminescence of samples extracted from each 
nanostructures bands are compared with free QD at the same concentration determined by ICP 
measurements. PL quenching is observed in each sample.  
 
5.3 QDs/Au-DNA Nanostructures Compatible with Hydrolytic Enzyme Function 
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        Very importantly, the PL quenching effect can be used to probe hydrolytic enzyme 
function. Since we use DNA in our experiments as linker molecules between QDs and 
Au nanoparticles, we can pick up a DNA sequence that contains the recognition sequence 
of the nuclease interested. Because there is a PL change of QDs in the nanostructures due 
to nearby Au nanoparticles, there should be a corresponding PL change after the enzymes 
digest the nanostructure and bring QDs and Au apart. The same concept should also 
applicable to peptide connected QDs /Au nanostructures, where the hydrolytic enzyme 
will be a protease instead, as shown in the cartoon of figure 5.2a.  For these hybrid 
nanostructures with QD and Au nanoparticles linked by a hydrolysable enzyme substrate, 
there are broad applications for enzyme activity measurements in molecular biology, 
protein chemistry, and biochemistry.  The advantage of these nanostructure-based hybrid 
sensors is its sensitivity, flexibility in design and assembly, real-time measurement 
capability, and the extremely small reaction volume it requires for enzyme activity 
measurement.  To prove this concept in principle experimentally, we made the 
nanostructures with DNA that contains the nucleotide sequence GAATTC at around the 
middle of the DNA strands. GAATTC is the recognition site for endonuclease EcoRI, a 
common restriction enzyme. We used the sample extracted from the second nanostructure 
gel band, because this band extraction showed the biggest quenching effect among the 
three samples extracted. (Figure 5.1b)  It is worth mentioning that some common 
ingredients in the enzyme storage buffer decrease dramatically the PL of free QDs with 
time, such as Triton X-100 and 2-Mercaptoethanol. Also, incubation of free QDs in 0.5x 
TBE at 37°C quenches the PL of QDs by 30% in less than 3 hours.  To avoid confusion 
in data interpretation related to these effects, we checked many different compositions of 
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buffer system for EcoRI digestion under room temperature, and found out that a 
composition of 50mM NaCl, 10mM MgCl2 and 0.5x TBE is the best we can obtain to 
ensure the stability of QDs and at the same time keep the activity of EcoRI.  Hence, 
EcoRI was dialyzed into a buffer composed of 50mM NaCl, 10mM MgCl2 and 0.5x TBE 
(pH 8.3).  EcorI after dialysis showed similar activity on plasmid DNA cleavage 
(pREP10 from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) as in original storage buffer, which was 
demonstrated by the agrose gel electrophoresis in figure 5.2b.  For a typical digestion 
reaction, 2ul EcoRI, 90ul nanostructure sample, 26.2ul enzyme dialysis buffer and 1.8ul 
of 0.5M MgCl2 are mixed together. PL of the 120ul mixture was monitored for up to 3  
 
 
Figure 5.2.  (A) A cartoon illustrating the cleavage of the linker biomolecules by hydrolytic enzyme. 
(B) Gel electrophoresis of the digestion of EcoRI on plasmid DNA pREP10. The left lane shows the 
digestion in the dialysis buffer of 50mM NaCl, 10mM MgCl2 and 0.5X TBE; the middle lane shows 
the digestion in the original EcoRI buffer; the right lane shows the movement of DNA ladder in 
agarose gel. (C) The effect of Au upon the PL of QD used in probing hydrolytic enzyme function. 
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For example, in 50mer DNA connected nanostructure sample extracted from the second structure gel 
band, the PL of QD is quenched; by choosing double strand DNA containing EcoRI recognition 
sites, a PL increase can be observed as EcoRI are cleaving the DNA and breaking the structures 
apart.  
 
hours. A PL increase was clearly seen with time as EcoRI are cleaving the DNA and 
separating Au and QDs within a nanostructure. Figure 5.2c shows the digestion curve, 
where you can see that EcoRI digestion of nanostructures goes fast in the first hour, and 
is completed around 90min. This digestion time scale follows well with known digestion 
time of EcoRI, meaning that the quantum dots/Au nanostructures are very compatible 
with the digestion procedure.  Under the same digestion condition, the PL intensity 
versus time curve of the control of free QDs mixed with EcorI (blue line, figure 5.2c) is 
relatively flat, not showing any PL increase as presented for the nanostructure case (red 
line, figure 5.2c), instead there is a little bit of PL decrease with time, which is because of 
the remaining instability of QDs under the digestion condition.   This does not influence 
our interpretation and application of quantum dots/Au nanostructure in probing restriction 
enzyme digestion. However, using QDs with more stable coating should help in the 
development of nanoprobes based on complex nanostructures and optical properties of 
quantum dot. 
 
5.4 Comparison of Photoluminescence Effects between Experimental Results and 
Analytical Calculation for QDAu1 Structures 
  
        To help understand the quenching effect within the nanostructures and provide more 
rationale in the design of similar complex systems for biological sensing and detection 
applications, we have prepared nanostructures connected by different lengths of DNA 
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and compared their PL with that of free QD. PL quenching is observed in all of the 
samples. However, TEM measurement demonstrates that each nanostructure sample as 
extracted of the agarose gel is not a pure entity, but rather, is composed of a few 
structural populations.  This adds complicity to the interpretation of photoluminescence 
effects in these nanostructures.    Fortunately, we are able to extract three nanostructure 
samples from the corresponding nanostructure bands for each gel, and do TEM analysis 
for the structural populations of each sample.  Since all samples are composed of a 
majority of free QD, QDAu1, QDAu2 and QDAu3 structures, (Only a few QDAu4 
structures are seen from nanostructure samples extracted of the third nanostructure band 
and are ignored in the analysis.) a 3 by 3 matrix was set up to solve the PL effect, which 
is defined as the ratio of the PL of QDAun- the pure nanostructure type with a specific 
length of connecting DNA, over free QD. The matrix is set up under the assumption that 
the photoluminescence of each extracted nanostructure sample is equal to the summation 
of the photoluminescence contribution from each pure nanostructure type. This 
assumption is supported by the fact that DNA itself doesn’t change the PL of QDs, and 
there is no inter structural interactions in these nanostructures because the  
 
PL 
Effect 
QDAu1 Standard 
Deviation
QDAu2 Standard 
Deviation
QDAu3 Standard 
Deviation
50mer 0.778 0.083 0.576 0.199 0.759 0.599 
65mer 0.944 0.116 0.431 0.092 0.420 0.178 
80mer 0.721 0.078 0.825 0.146 1.282 0.606 
100mer 0.931 0.138 0.518 0.222 0.922 0.336 
 
Table 5.1. The Au effect upon the PL of QD for each structure type is obtained by solving a matrix 
built on the assumption that the PL of a sample is equal to the sum of the PL of each structure type in 
the sample. The standard deviation is obtained through error analysis based on experimental 
measurements of uncertainty of each component in the matrix. 
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photoluminescence of each nanostructure sample goes down linearly with dilution.  The 
solved PL effect for each pure structure type is listed in table 5.1. We will only focus on 
QDAu1 nanostructures here in the explanation of the interactions of QDs and Au in these 
nanostructures, as there are bigger experimental uncertainty related to more complicated 
structures with a higher number of Au around a central QD, and precise theoretical 
calculation of the effect in more complicated structures is much more difficult. 
Nonetheless, the interactions between QD and Au in QDAu1 structures should provide 
insight into the QD and Au interactions in the more complicated structures.    
 
 
Figure 5.3. Experimental (unconnected points with error bars) and theoretical (colored lines) results 
of the effect of Au upon the PL of QD for 50mer, 65mer, 80mer and 100mer DNA connected 
QDAu1 Nanostructures.    
 
        We build an analytical model to calculate the effect of Au upon QDs in QDAu1 
nanostructures. In this model, QDs is taken as a simple dipole. The quantum yield of free 
QDs is defined as: 
QY0=Kr0/(Kr0+Knr0) 
Au plays a role as in the dominating electromagnetic model of surface enhanced Raman 
and fluorescence scattering 10, 14. To calculate the effect of Au, the incoming, scattering, 
and internal fields at the excitation frequency are expanded following the well-known 
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Mie scattering analysis 15-17.  Then the boundary conditions are applied to obtain the field 
strength inside and outside the particle.  There are two effects from Au.  On one hand, it 
increases the local excitation field by scattering.  And the enhanced field may contribute 
to increased absorption and emission of nearby quantum dots.  On the other hand, Au 
introduces additional decay channel through plasmon - exciton coupling, where the 
energy damping is dispersed as Joule heat within Au sphere.  The central quantum dot, 
which is simplified as a point dipole, can be excited and act as an oscillating dipole.  Its 
luminescence is the radiation of the oscillating dipole at the emission frequency.  By 
dividing the emission field into three components, the outgoing radiation (modified 
radiative decay channel), the nonradiative decay (the same as the free dipole) and internal 
joule heating (additional non-radiative decay channel), the quantum yield of quantum 
dots with nearby Au is written as: 
QY=Kr-Au/(Kr-Au+Knr0+Knr-Joule) 
And the PL effect of Au on QDs in the nanostructures can be expressed as: 
PL effect = QY/QY0*Enhan 
By calculation using values of QY0=0.5, Diameter of Au=10nm, λ(QD 
Emission)=655nm, λ(excitation)=480, and εH2O=1.33, we obtain the PL effect versus 
surface distance for the QDAu1 nanostructures as shown in figure 5.3.  The green dotted 
line is the PL effect when the dipole orientation is vertical to the Au surface.  The red 
dashed line is the PL effect when the dipole orientation is parallel to the Au surface. And 
the average effect over all possible dipole orientations of the solid angle is shown as the 
blue line.  The experimental data for 50mer, 65mer, 80mer and 100mer DNA connected 
QDAu1 nanostructures are also plotted in the same figure.  The quenching effect of Au to 
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quantum dots is clearly manifested in these structures for the center to center distances up 
to over 50nm and levels off at longer distances.  The good agreement between the 
theoretical calculation and the experimental data suggests that electromagnetic 
interactions are the dominating factor responsible for the effect of Au upon QD in these 
nanostructures.   
 
5.5 Discussion 
 
        In previously reported cases where 1.4 nm Au is used in discrete complex structures, 
energy transfer from fluorophores to Au nanoparticles is the exclusive effect, because the 
small size of Au makes energy damping a dominating process 6-8. However, in the 
discrete nanostructures discussed here, the sizes of Au are 10nm, and also are adjustable 
to bigger sizes, so that not only absorption, but also scattering from Au begin to play a 
role in the interaction with nearby fluorophores.  The competition between energy 
damping and field enhancement from the same Au result in more intriguing phenomena 
related to these nanostructures.  Although we only clarified the effect in QDAu1 
structures with different lengths of DNA here, the extension of observable distance 
change from 10nm of FRET 18, 19 and 25nm of SET 6 to over 50nm in these 
nanostructures is by itself very striking and provide a tool for probing long-range 
biomolecular interactions not available before.    For more complicated nanostructures, 
though we begin to gain a rough impression on the PL effect, for example, in QDAu2 
nanostructures, bigger quenching effects are observed when compared to QDAu1 
nanostructures, more advanced characterization methods need to be developed, including 
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single molecule imaging techniques as described in reference 20, 20 to harvest the whole 
benefits of these assembled QDs /Au nanostructures - for which not only the distances 
between QDs and Au, but also the sizes of quantum dots and Au, and the number of Au 
around a central QDs  are all controllable, in probing currently challenging situations of 
biomolecular interactions over long distance range or with multiple interacting 
components.     
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
 
 
        Semiconductor nanocrystal QDs, as a new class of biological labels, have been used 
for many advanced imaging applications due to their superior properties including 
extreme photostability, multiplexing capability and high brightness.  Although they will 
not totally replace traditional organic fluorophores, as alternative and complimentary 
probes they are changing the way many biological problems are approached.  The same 
goes for the new nanoprobes developed from semiconductor nanocrystals as described in  
 
Figure 6.1 New nanoprobes developed in this dissertation research. (a) TEM images of QDAu 
nanostructures with different numbers of Au connected to the central QD. (b) TEM images of 
silanized quantum rods. 
 
this dissertation research (Figure 6.1).  These new probes, with complimentary or 
enhanced properties compared to QDs, provide new possibilities for addressing 
challenging biological imaging and sensing needs.  Quantum rods should be better 
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fluorescent probes for single molecule imaging as compared to QDs, and could be 
applied to detect molecular orientations because of their linearly polarized emission.  
QDAu nanostructures could be used to probe long-range molecular interactions (up to 
over 50nm) because of the optical effect on QDs from nearby Au nanoparticles.  This 
dissertation research only presents two examples along the road of continuous 
development of nanoscale science and technology for biomedical applications.  As our 
ability to precisely manipulate materials at the nanometer scale improves, the potential 
for nanotechnology to enhance human health grows.  Safely using nanomaterials for 
biomedical applications requires further study of their environmental impact and their 
interactions with living systems.  
 
 
 
 
